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Your chapter questions and answers are right here. All you have to do is read on. It also follows how Tim
perceives the older brother he admires so much and the country at war which has taken his brother away and
changed his life so dramatically. Page numbers and answers are synchronized with the paperback version of
the novel. Who is Captain Benedict Arnold? Why are Sam and Father arguing? How does Sam ask Tim to
help at the tavern while he is gone? Chapter Three What does Tim expect from the war the summer of and
what actually happens? What does Tim do to try and help his parents while they are manhandled by the
soldiers? When Tim turns to face Sam, why is he crying? Why does Sam run away? Sam runs because he had
stolen the Brown Bess from Father. If he stayed, Father would take the gun away from Sam. Chapter Five
Why were guns so important to the people of Redding? Why does Tim envy Sam? He envies his big brother,
but he clearly loves him, too. What is the real reason for Mr. How did Father respond? How did Tim respond?
Father is against Tim going because he has already unwillingly contributed Sam to the war. Tim, however, is
angry at his father because he wants an opportunity to do something courageous and earn some form of glory
for his contributions. Why does Betsy want to intercept the letter Tim needs to deliver? What does the letter
say? Chapter Seven Which items are in short supply as the war continues through the summer of ? Why does
Father travel to Verplanks Point every year? Who are the six men who approach Father and Tim on the road to
Verplanks Point? How do Tim and his Father escape from the cow-boys? People have been tarred and
feathered, houses are burned, and livestock are slaughtered. What dilemma does Father face on the way home
from Verplanks Point? Chapter Nine Why does Father ride ahead of Tim and the oxen on the way home? Why
does Tim become nervous on the way home from Verplanks Point? What has happened to Father? In the
snow, Tim can clearly see the markings of many hoof prints which continue to lead into the hemlock grove
and away from that spot on the road. Tim concludes that the cow-boys waited to ambush Father and then took
him away somewhere.
Chapter 2 : Complete Study Guide: Chapter Questions For My Brother Sam Is Dead
This Literature Guide was created using the Point version of edition of My Brother Sam is Dead, published by
Scholastic, Inc., by arrangement with Macmillan Publishing Company. Secondary Solutions.

Chapter 3 : 9 best My Brother Sam is Dead images on Pinterest
My Brother Sam is Dead Enhanced eBook (Focus On Reading) Features Include: Contains teacher and student support
materials, reproducible student activity sheets, an end-of-book test, and an answer key.

Chapter 4 : SparkNotes: My Brother Sam is Dead
My Brother Sam Is Dead questions will help you to review for exams or simply review a chapter after reading. Quiz
yourself with these chapter questions from this period novel dating back to the Revolutionary War will help you recall
information or begin a discussion or essay on pivotal issues from the novel.
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